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Abstract

Sharpening is a powerful method to restore the details from blurred electron density in crystals with high
overall temperature factors (B-factors). This valuable technique is currently not optimally used because of the
uncertainty in the scope of its application and ambiguities in practice. We performed an analysis of ~2000
crystal data sets deposited in the Protein Data Bank and show that sharpening improves the electron density
map in many cases across all resolution ranges, often with dramatic enhancement for mid- and low-resolution
structures. It is effective when used with either experimental or model phases without introducing additional
bias. Our tests also provide a practical guide for optimal sharpening. We further show that anisotropic
diffraction correction improves electron density in many cases but should be used with caution. Our study
demonstrates that a routine practice of electron density sharpening may have a broad impact on the outcomes
of structural biology studies.

© 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

X-ray crystallography is the most powerful technique
to determine the structures of macromolecules at the
atomic level. The successful building of an atomic
model relies on the quality and the effective resolution
of the electron density map. Theoretically, atomic
structure determination can be achieved at quite low
resolution, as detailed side-chain information exists
even at the resolution range 3.5–5 Å and only
disappears at resolutions lower than 6 Å (Fig. 1a). In
practice, only 1381 (1.6%) out of the over 84,000
structures currently deposited in the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) [1] are solved at a resolution of 3.5–5 Å. The
effective resolution of the electron density is oftenmuch
lower than the resolution suggested by the diffraction
limit of the measured data. Frequently, the diminishing
of the apparent resolution is not caused by experimen-
tal or computational errors, as it occurs even when
good-quality diffraction data are measured and excel-
lent phases are obtained. This intrinsic loss of definition
of the electron density can significantly hamper the
structure determination and analysis that should have
been achievable with the measured diffraction data.
atter © 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserve
The atomic displacement parameters (ADPs;
temperature or B-factors) are used to describe the
blurring of electron density due to the collective
effect of many factors, such as thermal motion of the
molecules, static defects in crystal packing, and
non-ideal X-ray beam and detector responses [2–5].
The smearing effect is modeled as a convolution of
the ideal electron density with a blurring Gaussian
function, or point spread function, which also leads
to the falloff of diffraction intensity as a function
of resolution. Empirically, the average B-factor of
well-diffracting crystals ranges from nearly 0 to
30 Å2. It often becomes greater than 100 Å2 for
crystals diffracting to 3 Å or lower resolutions. The
high B-factors cause a higher falloff rate of diffraction
intensity at higher resolution and result in the loss of
the detailed information that could have been
observed at the nominal resolution if the molecule
had lower ADPs (Fig. 1b). Because the overall ADPs
can be different in different directions, anisotropic
diffraction is commonly observed, resulting in a
directional dependence of the diffraction intensity
[3,6–8]. This may cause a smearing of the electron
density along the direction of the weak data.
d. J. Mol. Biol. (2014) 426, 980–993
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Fig. 1. Ideal electron density calculated from model amplitudes (Fcalc) and model phases (φcalc) (a) at various
resolutions with B = 0 Å2 and (b) at 3.5 Å resolution with various B-factors. Electron density is shown in mesh, contoured
at 1.0 sigma level, and the structural model is shown in stick.
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The blurring effect can potentially be corrected by
electron density sharpening. This method deconvo-
lutes the blurring contribution fromaglobal component
of the ADPs through a modification to the observed
diffraction data (Fobs). It was first introduced in the
sharpening of Patterson functions to solve small
molecule crystal structures by direct methods [9–11].
Because the blurring effect is described by a
Gaussian function with a positive B-factor [Eq. (1)],
the deconvolution can be conveniently achieved by
applying a similar Gaussian function with a negative
sharpening factor b [Eq. (2)] [9,12–15]. The result of
the deconvolution is the scaling up of the higher-
resolution contribution of the data to recover the
information lost by the blurring effect.

F obs ¼ F ideal � e−B sinθ
λð Þ2 Temperature factor BN0ð Þ

ð1Þ

F sharpened ¼ F obs � e−b sinθ
λð Þ2 ¼ F ideal � e− Bþbð Þ sinθ

λð Þ2

Sharpening factor bb0ð Þ
ð2Þ

A similar correction to anisotropic diffraction can be
made by scaling the intensities in different directions
to the same level [8,16,17]. The anisotropic correction
is similar to sharpening, but it is applied through a
tensor matrix with different values in different direc-
tions. In practice, anisotropic scaling is best achieved
by fitting calculated amplitudes (Fcalc) to Fobs when an
accurate model is available. This established method
has been implemented in all major crystallographic
refinement programs [18–21]. Alternatively, a prior
correction can be achieved empirically by comparing
Fobs at different directions before amolecular model is
available [8,22].
Despite its importance in solving small molecule

structures by direct methods [9–11] and its proven
success in many cases since its first documented
application in macromolecular crystallography in
1996 [12], the optimal application of electron density
sharpening has not been determined in macromo-
lecular crystal structure studies. This is largely due to
the uncertainty of its effectiveness and scope of
application, the concern of introducing bias, and the
ambiguity of the application procedure. The work
reported herein addresses these questions by a
thorough analysis of crystal structures and diffraction
data deposited in the PDB. Our results demonstrate
that electron density sharpening is a general,
effective method that should be used routinely in
the determination of crystal structures. The optimal
sharpening procedure determined in this study may
facilitate many crystallographic studies, especially
challenging cases at mid to low resolutions.
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Results

Sharpening is an effective method at all
resolutions

Weperformedananalysis of 1982 crystal structures
published in the journals Cell, Nature, Science,
Structure, Nature Structural and Molecular Biology,
and Acta Crystallographica Section D from 2008 to
early 2011 that have diffraction data deposited in the
PDB. Sharpening often resulted in a major enhance-
ment of the electron density in this sampling pool
(Fig. 2a–h and Table 1). We show that it is effective
using either experimental (Fig. 2a and b) or model
(Fig. 2c–h) phases in various space groups. It works
on both protein and nucleic acid (Fig. 2c) crystals. As
expected from the physical basis of the sharpening
correction, the higher the overall temperature factor,
WilsonB-factor [2], of the crystal is, the more dramatic
the sharpening effect is. Most low-resolution crystals
(e.g., N3 Å) have high B-factors (e.g., N60 Å2) and
often show large visual enhancement of the electron
density after sharpening. In our survey, a vastmajority
Fig. 2. Sharpening is a powerful technique to improve the e
contoured at 1.0 sigma level; structural models are shown in s
The arrows point from the original to the sharpened electron de
b), model phases (c and h), protein or nucleic acid (c) crystals,
as 1.2 Å (h).
of the low-resolution structures (334 out of 459
structures, or ~73% at resolution lower than 3 Å)
have B-factors larger than 60 Å2. In most of these
cases, sharpening can make the side chains discern-
able for accurate model building.
The benefit of sharpening is not limited to low-

resolution structures; it applies to crystals at all
resolutions (Fig. 2f–h). Even in cases when the
crystals diffracted to atomic resolutions of better than
1 Å, sharpening still results in significant improve-
ment of the details of the electron density. Although
molecular features such as side chains become
commonly discernable at high resolutions, relatively
high B-factors can still result in smeared electron
density with the loss of expected details, such as
holes in aromatic side chains (Fig. 2h). Sharpening
in these mid- to high-resolution structural studies can
recover the details and reveal defined side-chain
rotamer conformations or even the geometry of the
hydrogen atoms. This added detail leads to a much
more precise model. This demonstrates the broad
impact of sharpening in correcting an intrinsic
blurring effect of electron density in crystallographic
studies.
lectron density maps. Electron density is shown in mesh,
tick, and the PDB accession code is above each example.
nsity. Sharpening works with experimental phases (a and
and for a broad range of resolutions from 4 Å (a) to as high
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Table 1. Statistics of the crystal data used in the examples

PDB ID Resolution Space group Wilson B Anisotropic B

2PFF 4.00 P43212 134 34
3CRW 4.00 P212121 80 89
3CF2 3.50 P3 70 76
1XXH 3.45 P212121 91 69
3CIY 3.41 C2221 107 15
3EHT 3.40 P41212 132 1
3LVR 3.38 P62 91 65
3LVQ 3.38 P62 98 66
2XQ9 3.20 C2 86 86
3NCY 3.20 P1 101 67
2ZHH 3.20 P62 137 97
3MHV 3.10 P2221 86 59
2O93 3.05 P212121 67 50
3MH5 3.00 P6322 86 68
3HXR 3.00 P21212 79 34
3F2T 3.00 P3121 93 16
3BG1 3.00 C2221 89 73
3ECC 2.70 P61 47 54
2R02 2.60 C2 64 54
2R88 2.60 C2221 47 23
3DVG 2.60 C2 58 26
3PEV 2.5 P6122 47 55
3LFM 2.50 H3 61 21
3ETU 2.4 P3221 50 43
2ZO0 2.19 P212121 62 67
1C0C 2.00 P212121 43 10
2BON 1.90 P21 44 59
3KDJ 1.88 P212121 36 32
3JY1 1.75 P21 29 30
3DQY 1.2 P21 14 6

Fig. 3. Sharpening is effective using phases from incomple
contoured at 1.0 sigma level; structural models are shown in s
The arrows point to sharpened electron density. Color code fo
incorrect or omitted model ; yellow, regions without model. (a)
acids on an α-helix of 3EHT (left sub-panel) are inverted (right s
density after sharpening reveals the correct 3EHT side-chai
Sharpening enhances the details of the electron density in a he
and f) Sharpening enhances the electron density for the omitte
sub-panels) with a zoomed-in view of the details (right sub-pan
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Sharpening improves electron density maps
with model-bias tolerance

Sharpening, as an amplitude correction technique,
can be combined with any good estimate of phases
to enhance electron density details. While its use
with experimental phases has been accepted,
uncertainty exists in the case of model phases
because of potential model-bias issues. In theory,
sharpening improves the amplitude component of
the diffraction data and should not affect model bias
that arises from the phase component. It is a
modification on amplitude and retrieves the informa-
tion stored in the measured diffraction data. When
the phases are close to the correct values, the
information stored in the amplitude reveals the true
structure of the molecule despite moderate errors in
the model. This phenomenon is in fact the basis of
the difference Fourier method. In practice, however,
the effectiveness of amplitude sharpening when
using model phases and its effect on model bias has
not been thoroughly studied.
Our sharpening tests show substantial unbiased

improvement on electron density when using model
phases (Fig. 2c–h), even when the model is incom-
plete and/or contains errors (Fig. 3). We used a
model of maltose binding protein (MBP) (PDB
accession 3HPI) to solve the crystal structure of an
te models with errors. Electron density is shown in mesh,
tick, and the PDB accession code is above each example.
r stick model: green, model with phase information; cyan,
Final model of 3EHT. (b) The side chains of seven amino
ub-panel, F/W/Y to A/A/A and V/V/T/N to Y/Y/Y/Y). (c) The
n information even with the incorrect model phases. (d)
lical region (yellow) of 3EHT that does not have a model. (e
d part of the model. Two strands of 3CIY are omitted (left
els) in (e). A helix and a ligand of 2ZHH are omitted in (f).
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Fig. 4. Optimal sharpening factors. (a) Under-sharpening does not effectively improve the electron density and
over-sharpening introduces noise. Electron density is shown in mesh, contoured at 1.0 sigma level; structural models are
shown in stick. (b) Sharpening scales up the high-resolution part of the amplitude data. The original amplitude (red) is
sharpened (blue) by a scaling function (green inset). (c) The correlation coefficient curves between the ideal model
electron density and the Sigma-A weighted 2Fobs − Fcalc maps with varying sharpening factors (BSharpen) for each of the
1982 test structures. The correlation coefficient is normalized to the maximum value in each case. The correlation curves
show that an optimal Bharpen (maximum correlation) exists for each structure. (d) Mean optimal sharpening factor plot and
(e) mean residual B-factor (BWilson − Bsharpen) plot against the resolution limit of the diffraction data.
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MBP-corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) receptor
fusion protein (PDB accession 3EHT) by molecular
replacement (MR). The MBP-only model represents
75% of the fusion molecule (Fig. 3a). To further
examine the potential model-bias problem, we intro-
duced incorrect amino acids at seven positions on an
α-helix in theMBP-onlymodel where the relative sizes
of the side chains are inverted (F/W/Y to A/A/A and
V/V/T/N to Y/Y/Y/Y) (Fig. 3b). The MR solution using
the modified MBP-only model was then refined to
an R/R-free of 34.7%/37.4%. Notably, sharpening of
the amplitude with a negative B-factor of −110 Å2

resulted in an electron density map that unambigu-
ously reveals the correct amino acid sizes even with
the model phase calculated from the side-chain
“inverted” model (Fig. 3c). Furthermore, sharpening
substantially enhanced the details of the electron
density in the CRF region that does not have a model

image of Fig.�4
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(Fig. 3d). This result clearly demonstrates that
sharpening is a powerful technique even with signif-
icantly incomplete models and it does not increase
model biases.
We also validated the use of sharpening with

model phases by using simulated annealing (SA)
omit maps [23,24], which is an effective technique for
removing model bias. The results from 10 different
test cases again confirm that sharpening with
phases calculated from a partial model improves
the electron density maps even for regions where the
model is omitted (Fig. 3e and f). In some cases, it
restores the electron density of bound ligands that
are lost in the SA omit procedure (Fig. 3f). This
underlines that sharpening functions to recover the
amplitude information contributed from the less
ordered components in the crystal, such as amino
acid side chains and ligands. These SA omit map
tests further confirm that the electron density map
enhancement by sharpening is not due to model
bias.

Optimal sharpening factors—Howmuch tosharpen

An optimal correction exists to account for the
actual overall blurring effect in the crystal. Under-
sharpening does not harness the full power of the
method and over-sharpening may introduce artifacts
(Fig. 4a). As the higher-resolution data are weaker
and measured with a higher level of noise, their
scaling up by sharpening (Fig. 4b) also escalates
the noise. Because of this, over-sharpening can
cause deterioration of the electron density [13].
A correction procedure has been implemented in
REFMAC5 to regularize the noise amplified by
sharpening [25]. In addition, over-sharpening can
introduce Fourier termination errors, the so-called
ripple or ringing effect, as the highest-resolution
amplitudes are no longer close to zero. In practice,
it is important to determine the appropriate sharp-
ening factor that retrieves maximum details of the
electron density without introducing significant noise
or artifacts.
We investigated the optimal sharpening factors

using a correlation-based method. The reference in
the correlation calculation would ideally be from an
electron density map that represents the true
molecular image free of any blurring effect, which
is obviously not available in practice. We chose the
ideal reference map with the much simplified
premise that the final refined model is error free
and therefore the electron density map calculated
with the model phases and amplitudes approximates
the ideal molecular image. The B-factors of the ideal
model are set to that of a “still” molecule (0 Å2) so
that the reference map yields the most details
without any blurring effect. We downloaded the
coordinates and diffraction data of 1982 crystal
structures deposited in the PDB for the correlation-
based sharpening tests. For each data set, we
calculated the correlations between the ideal model
electron density map and the Sigma-A weighted
2Fobs − Fcalc maps sharpened with various
B-factors. Results obtained from the much simplified
approximation agree well with our thorough empir-
ical inspection of electron density maps and are
corroborated by the sharpening procedure imple-
mented in the crystallographic package Phenix
(discussed below). The results provide insight into
the optimal sharpening factor that achieves the most
improvement of the electron density map.
As expected, the correlation is a function of the

degree of sharpening; it peaks at an optimal value and
dropswith either under-sharpening or over-sharpening
(Fig. 4c). This assessment also verifies that sharpen-
ing indeed improves the electron density under nearly
all circumstances (98%) (Table 2). The result showed
a clear trend that the average optimal residual
B-factor, BWilson − Bsharpen, is close to 0 Å2 at high
resolution (1.0–1.6 Å) and rises to 30–40 Å2 at low
resolution (3.0–3.8 Å) (Fig. 4d and e). Our results
agree well with the automatic sharpening implement-
ed in the autobuild protocol in Phenix, where the
targetB-factor (b_iso) is set to be 10 times of the value
of the resolution [26]. This is more modest than
the sharpening amount suggested by DeLaBarre and
Brunger [13], where the sharpeningB-factor is chosen
to make the Wilson ratios ln(〈Fo

2〉/〈fi
2〉) positive in all

resolution shells. We also observed significant varia-
tions of optimal sharpening values at low resolution,
with standard deviation of 20–30 Å2 from the mean
optimal residual B-factor (Fig. 4d and e). This is partly
due to the intrinsic inaccuracy of estimating theWilson
B-factor at low resolution. The observed variations
suggest that, in practice, it is advantageous to test a
range of sharpening values around the average
optimal value. These results offer a good practical
guide for the initial sharpening values to be applied
and ranges to be tested for a new data set to gain the
best improvement of the electron density map.
Furthermore, different sharpening factors may be
applied to improve different parts of the molecules in
the crystal, as they may not have the same extent of
displacement or motion. The graphic program Coot
has implemented a sharpening tool that conveniently
adjusts the amount of sharpening on the displayed
electron density.

Sharpening in practice—When to sharpen

Although sharpening is an amplitude correction
technique, its power increases when the accuracy of
the phases improves. This is a direct consequence
of Fourier transform; a good final synthesis with
improved amplitude still requires good phases. This
has important practical consequences. Often sharp-
ening does not appear to be very effective at the
beginning of structure determination, when phase



Table 2. Changes in map correlation after sharpening or anisotropic correction

Sharpening Intensity-based anisotropic correction

All Highly anisotropic
(ΔB N 40 Å2)

Correlationa coefficient Percentage (%) Number of
structures

Percentage (%) Number of
structures

Percentage (%) Number of
structures

Increase 98.0 1943 63.1 1250 90.0 180
Decrease 0.6 11 26.0 516 10 20

a Correlation coefficient (CC) is calculated between an ideal model map and the Sigma-A weighted 2Fobs − Fcalc map. The CC
calculated with the original electron density is compared with the CC calculated with the map sharpened with the optimal B-factor (Fig. 4c)
with or without correction for anisotropy.
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errors are large. However, its ability to improve
electron density becomes more significant and
critical when phases become more accurate at
later stages. This also emphasizes the practical
aspect that although sharpening does not increase
model bias, as we have shown above, its effective-
ness can be affected when there is substantial
model bias, that is, significant phase errors.
Fig. 5. The effect of sharpening with phase errors. (a and b
experimental phase quality is poor (FOM = 0.35) (a) but sign
improved (FOM = 0.56) (b). Electron density is shown in mesh
shown in stick. (c) The effect of sharpening with increasing p
errors (RMSD = 0–4 Å). Sharpening is more effective when
relative to the original structure and R-free factors (red) genera
sharpening with increasing phase errors generated by decr
between the electron density map calculated from an ideal m
unsharpened data in light blue and sharpened data in blue. Th
We first demonstrated the dependency of sharp-
ening on the quality of experimental phases using a
real case study of the crystal structure of the
Salmonella arginine transporter AdiC at 3.2 Å
resolution (Fig. 5a and b) [27]. The initial phases
were obtained using the multi-wavelength anoma-
lous dispersion method with a figure of merit (FOM)
of 0.35, corresponding to an average phase error of
) Sharpening has little effect on electron density when the
ificantly enhances electron density when the phases are
, contoured at 1.0 sigma level, and the structural model is
hase errors generated by introducing random coordinate
the phase errors are small. (d) The phase errors (black)
ted by the randomized coordinates in (c). (e) The effect of
easing model completeness. The correlation coefficients
odel and those from truncated models are plotted, with
e mean phase errors for the truncations are plotted in red.

image of Fig.�5
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~70°. Sharpening did not improve the electron density
at this stage (Fig. 5a). In contrast, sharpening
significantly enhanced the details of the electron
density map after the phases had been improved by
multi-crystal averaging (FOM = 0.56, average phase
error ~ 55°) (Fig. 5b). The sharpened electron density
map is critical for the success of model building, which
in turn further improved the sharpened map when the
experimental phases were combined with those
calculated from the well-refined model [27].
We also confirmed a correlation of the power of

sharpening to the phase quality (Fig. 5c and d) in a
test case where we simulated model phase errors by
randomizing (“shaking”) the coordinates of the final
refined model with root-mean-square deviations
(RMSD) from 0 to 4 Å. The results show a clear
inverse correlation between the electron density
enhancing ability of sharpening and the amount of
phase errors (Fig. 5c and d). Interestingly, sharpening
appears to be able to tolerate relatively large phase
errors. It is still effective with a coordinate error of
RMSD = 1.5 Å, corresponding to a model with
sequence identity of ~30% [28] and phase error of
about 60° (Fig. 5c and d). The positive sharpening
effect is lostwhen theRMSD is bigger than2 Å (phase
error of ~75° and sequence identity of ~15%).
We further tested the effectiveness of sharpening

with phase errors generated by incompletemodels.We
generated models with various amounts of truncations
(0–90%), refined the truncation models by SA, and
calculated the correlations between the electron
density map computed from the ideal model and
those from the refined truncationmodelswith or without
sharpening (Fig. 5e). As expected, the result shows
that the power of sharpening, indicated by an
improvement in map correlation, decreases with
increasingly incomplete model. When the models are
40–50% complete, corresponding to a mean phase
error of ~60°, the electron density can still be enhanced
by sharpening. This result is consistent with the test
mentioned above using randomized coordinates
(Fig. 5d). Taken together, the test results using
experimental phases and phases from randomized or
incomplete models suggest that, in practice, sharpen-
ing may not be helpful at the beginning of structure
determination when phase errors are large. An
increasing amount of sharpening can be applied during
the course of the structure refinement and phase
improvement to achieve electron densi ty
enhancement.

Target of sharpening—What to modify

As sharpening is essentially an image processing
technique applied to electron density maps in the
Fourier space, the most straightforward practice is to
apply the modification to the Fourier coefficients, that
is, the Sigma-A weighted map coefficients. The
technique improves electron density maps and the
crystallographic processes directly related, such as
map interpretation and model building. Density
modification processes may also be improved by
sharpening of map coefficients because of the
increased definition in the molecular image after
sharpening. This is performed by default in many
density modification procedures (e.g., DM [29]).
Sharpening of Fobs is not expected to affect the

phasing and refinement calculations, as the refine-
ment targets are functions of Fobs/σFobs, which remain
unchanged when both Fobs and σFobs are sharpened
by the samemultiplication factor. In fact, themaximum
likelihood target in these calculations can be
expressed as a function of the normalized structure
factor E [30–32], which removes any resolution-
dependent decay of the amplitude [33,34], including
theB-factor effect and the resolution-dependent falloff
of scattering factors due to the physical sizes of the
atoms. This implementation essentially includes a
variation of the sharpening correction. In fact, sharp-
ened Fobs will lead to an apparent increase in the
refinement R-factors. As the relatively more noisy,
higher-resolution data are scaled up by sharpening
(Fig. 4b), their contributions to the overall R-factor
calculation become larger, even though the model
quality does not change. We compared the results of
sharpening on Fobs before refinement and on map
coefficient after refinement using our sample pool. As
expected, the improvement of the electron density
maps does not differ between the two ways of
sharpening, while sharpening on Fobs increases the
apparent R-factors.

Sharpening improves model building

A direct consequence of electron density improve-
ment by sharpening is less uncertainty in map
interpretation and reduced difficulty in high-quality
model building, especially at mid to low resolutions.
The enhancement of the electron density details is
evident by visualization (Fig. 2). We further used the
automated model-building programs Buccaneer [35]
and Phenix [36] as an objective assessment of the
sharpening improvement in model building. We com-
pared the models built with and without sharpening,
using the automated building-refinement protocols
implemented in the programs, for 19 structures at
various resolutions ranging from 1.7 Å to 3.5 Å. The
results show that sharpening leads to improvedmodels
automatically built in themajority of the test cases, often
with significantly lower R-free values (Fig. 6). In some
cases, it is critical for successful model building. For
example, R-free values of 27% versus 50% were
obtained for models built with or without sharpening
(Fig. 6a). The effect of sharpening on model building
with high-resolution data was less significant than that
for low-resolution cases, as R-free values were often
already low for the models built without sharpening,
although further improvement was observed after



Fig. 6. Automated model building with original, sharpened, or sharpened and anisotropy-corrected data. (a) Results
after automated model building using Buccaneer. The results from the original, sharpened, and sharpened plus
anisotropy-corrected data are shown in light blue, blue, and dark blue, respectively. The corresponding PDB ID, resolution,
and sharpening amount in each case are labeled below the graph. (b) Results after automated model building using
Phenix autobuild. The results from the original, non-default sharpened, and default sharpened plus anisotropy-corrected
data are shown in light purple, purple, and dark purple, respectively. The non-default sharpening values are the same as
those shown in (a), and the default sharpening values are shown above the graph.
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sharpening. Sharpening frequently increases the
number of side chains correctly built and the lengths
of continuously built chains, ultimately leading to
better-quality models.
We further analyzed model building using the

autobuild protocol implemented in Phenix, as it
includes data sharpening and anisotropic correction
by default. The automated routine performed well in
general, especially at resolutions higher than 3 Å
(Fig. 6b). Importantly, an improvement beyond the
default procedure could often be observed using
manually sharpened data with different sharpening
values (Fig. 6b). Although the non-default calcula-
tions do not include anisotropic correction as in the
default cases, the improvement is not due the lack of
this correction, as anisotropic correction on the
contrary often leads to the improvement of electron
density map and the model built. This is shown in the
test cases with Buccaneer (Fig. 6a) and discussed
below. The improvement in the non-default tests is
therefore due to the different sharpening values. This
is consistent with our results discussed above that
the optimal sharpening factors often deviate from the
predicted average values and a range of values
should be tested in practice.

Anisotropic B-factor correction can improve
electron density and the effect of sharpening

Diffraction from a crystal is in general anisotropic,
as the strength of lattice contacts typically varies in
different directions, except for those in the cubic
space group. The anisotropic effect manifests in
different rates of intensity falloff along different
directions in the diffraction, which leads to the
smearing of the electron density along the directions
with higher falloff rate (Fig. 7a). The anisotropic
effect is modeled with an ellipsoidal B-factor tensor
and can be treated in a number of ways [3,6,7]. It has
been established that the overall anisotropic scaling
of Fcalc to Fobs has a significant effect on macromo-
lecular refinement [17] and the procedure has been
incorporated in all major refinement programs [18–
21]. Alternatively, an intensity-based anisotropic
correction without model information can be applied,
by a procedure similar to sharpening, to have the
same B-factors values in all directions and isotropic
resolution-dependent intensity falloff (Fig. 7a). The
correction can potentially remove the smearing and
restore the details in electron density (Fig. 7a and b).
This has been shown to improve refinement and the
electron density map, and the correction has been
implemented in a Web server† [8].
We investigated the intensity-based anisotropic

correction, and the result shows that the correction
improves the electron density in many highly
anisotropic structures and often facilitates sharpen-
ing (Table 2) (Fig. 7b). We used Phaser [22] to
perform anisotropic correction of the diffraction
from the 200 crystals in our sampling pool where
the anisotropic ΔB-factors are larger than 40 Å2.
Improvement of the electron density map was
observed in many cases. Furthermore, for the highly
anisotropic diffractions, sharpening alone often does

image of Fig.�6


Fig. 7. The effects of anisotropic correction and sharpening. (a) Anisotropic correction enhances electron density (top)
and changes the diffraction intensity in different directions to the same falloff rate (bottom). The smearing along the
direction of weak diffraction (d3, green curve on the bottom) is removed after the correction. Electron density is shown in
mesh, contoured at 1.0 sigma level, and the structural models are shown in stick. (b) Sharpening only improves the
electron density after the anisotropic correction. Two example regions of the electron density are shown on the left and
right. (c) Inappropriate application of anisotropic correction can lead to the deterioration of the electron density. The
correction removes the intrinsic signal from DNA base stacking, which gives rise to a false apparent anisotropy at ~3.4 Å.
(d) Example of repeating structural motif that generates non-uniform diffractions. The crystal packing of the coiled-coil
structure of tetherin/BST2 [37] is shown on right. The α-helices line up in the same direction. The interference of the
non-crystallographic repeating units generates modulations of the diffraction intensity in the repeat direction at resolutions
consistent with the dimensions of the repeating units.
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not change the smeared appearance of the electron
density map, while sharpening on the anisotropy-
corrected diffraction significantly enhances the
details in the map (Fig. 7b). This is also demonstrated
in our automated model-building test in Buccaneer
and Phenix, where anisotropic correction plus sharp-
ening led to much improved models in some cases
(Fig. 6a).

Caveats on anisotropic correction

Our test also shows that intensity-based anisotropic
correction reduced the quality of the electron density
map in a significant number of the cases, indicating
that caution is needed when applying the correction. It
is possible that an apparent anisotropic intensity
distribution is the result of an intrinsic property of an
isotropically diffracting crystal. For example, when
repeating structural motifs line up in a crystal, such as
DNA duplexes or α-helices [37], constructive interfer-
ences enhance the diffraction intensity along the
repeat direction at a resolution equal to the repeat
distance (Fig. 7c and d). The interference effect gives
rise to an anisotropic appearance of the diffraction at
particular resolutions, such as the intensity increase at
~3.4 Å resolution due to DNA base stacking (Fig. 7c).
This could be mistaken as anisotropic diffraction of the
crystal. When the intensity-based modification is
applied to remove this intrinsic diffraction feature, it
may lead to the deterioration of the electron density
(Fig. 7c). This caveat is also corroborated in our
automated model-building test in Buccaneer and
Phenix, where anisotropic correction plus sharpening
lead to deteriorated models in some cases (Fig. 6a).
Discussion

The quality and details of the electron density map
are critical for successful building of an accurate
molecular model, the fundamental goal of a crystallo-
graphic experiment. At the resolution defined by the
diffraction limit of the data, evenwith the best-measured
amplitudes and good phases, the spatial definition of
the electron density map depends on a blurring effect
manifested in the resolution-dependent falloff of the

image of Fig.�7
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amplitudes. The effect is essentially the same as that
described by the ADPs, with the practical difference
being that it is a collective effect from all parts or major
regions of the molecule. Electron density sharpening
corrects the smearing effect by applying a negative
Gaussian to deconvolute the blurring function from the
electron density. This interpretation of the physical
basis of sharpening explains why the correction is
beneficial. For a simplified example, if the blurring
caused by the overall vibration of a molecule is
removed, a still image that is stored in the measured
data with better definition will be recovered.
Sharpening has long been shown to be effective,

with the first documented application in macromo-
lecular crystallography in 1997 [12] and the imple-
mentation in the CCP4 crystallographic program
CAD [38] well over a decade ago. The technique has
recently been implemented in many major software
packages, such as CNS [19,20], Phenix [36], Coot
[39], and REFMAC5 [31]. We surveyed the 4531
structures published between January 2008 and
September 2013. Only 116 (2.6%) structures explic-
itly reported the use of the sharpening method. Many
of these structures may have benefited from the
automated sharpening procedures in the programs
without being reported. However, this may also mean
that sharpening has not becomea commonpractice in
the structural biology community beyond the program
defaults, especially at low resolutions where sharp-
ening is most powerful but the automated modeling is
not yet effective. The lack of use is presumably
because of the uncertainty of its usefulness and how
to apply the correction without introducing artifacts.
Herein we show that sharpening is a general and

powerful method for restoring the details of electron
density maps that are lost due to the blurring effect.
Sharpening improved electron density in most of the
test cases. Our tests show that optimal sharpening
depends on the resolution limit of the crystal and on
average should leave a small residual B-factor, but
with case-by-case variations. The phasing informa-
tion can be from experimental phasing, density
modification, or MR with a reasonable model. In
practice, care should be taken regarding model bias
when using MR phases. However, it should be
pointed out that model bias is an intrinsic, sharpening-
independent crystallographic problem. Sharp-
ening improves the amplitude component of the
electron density equation, which is independent to
the model bias arising from the phase component
(Fig. 3). In the cases when the unmeasured
“missing” amplitudes are filled with the Fcalc calcu-
lated with the model, as implemented in many
modern refinement programs, model bias is embed-
ded to some degree in the amplitude components,
too. Sharpening in these cases will simply allow the
details to be seen clearer; it does not reduce or
increase model bias. In fact, sharpening often has
little effect when the phase quality is poor and
becomes more effective when phases are improved
(Fig. 4). On the other hand, even high-quality phases
may not yield good electron density without sharp-
ening. It is therefore important to use the technique
to obtain the best electron density map allowed by
the data, which will in turn lead to improved models
and phases.
Anisotropic correction of the diffraction intensity

can be considered as a special form of sharpening;
that is, the sharpening factor is direction dependent.
It improves electron density in most of the highly
anisotropic cases in our test. Caution should be
exercised when there are significant repeating
structural features in the crystal, such as DNA
duplexes or coiled-coil helices, whose interference
effect may lead to the redistribution of the otherwise
isotropic diffraction intensity. Such intrinsic diffraction
may result in a false anisotropic appearance that
should not be corrected. In practice, fortunately, most
macromolecules contain more or less randomly
distributed structural elements and the anisotropic
correction on the diffraction data should be tested.
Although effective in most cases, the existing

sharpening algorithm simplistically treats the entire
asymmetric unit of the crystal as one rigid group.
Macromolecules often have domains with different
mobility (Fig. 8). The flexibility of these domains
results in their blurred or diminished local electron
density, which cannot be corrected effectively using
the current overall sharpeningmethods. Domain-wise
sharpening methods are needed to improve this
technique. The TLS (translation/libration/screw) re-
finement has been shown to be highly successful in
modeling the domain-wise motions [3,43,44]. Howev-
er, it models but does not correct the smearing effect.
As a consequence, although it reduces the refinement
R-factors significantly, small improvement has been
observed in the resulting electron density map.
Ideally, the TLS parameters can be used to achieve
domain-wise deconvolution of the displacements,
which is a topic of future research.
A common and routine practice of sharpening

will have a significant impact on the outcomes of
structural biology studies. Our study provides a
practical guide for optimal sharpening. In practice,
the largest impact of sharpening is on the mid- to
low-resolution structures, where enhanced detail of
electron density is crucial for successful structure
determination and atomic model building. The
enhancement reduces the uncertainty of main-chain
connectivity and side-chain assignment, which often
require tremendous effort and guesswork at low
resolution. Limited resolution is likely a growing
problem as structural biology moves onto the next
stage, namely, targeting large macromolecular
complexes. While crystals of these complexes
may be obtained, they typically only diffract to low
resolutions. A broader application of sharpening,
which facilitates harnessing the full potential of the



Fig. 8. Overlay of 39 independent copies of CCA-ad-
ding enzyme molecules in various crystals [40–42] shows
that it has one flexible and two stable domains.
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diffraction data, will help us to expand the capacities
of structural studies.
Materials and Methods

Survey sampling pool

A total of 4531 structures were published from January
2008 to September 2013 in six journals, including Cell,
Nature, Science, Structure, Nature Structural and Molecular
Biology, and Acta Crystallographica Section D. The publica-
tions were scanned for the keywords such as “sharpen”,
“negative”, “B-factor”, “temperature factor”, or “scaling”, and
the methods sections were inspected thoroughly to deter-
mine whether sharpening was applied in the studies.

B-factor estimation and map sharpening

Coordinates and diffraction data of 1982 crystal struc-
tures were downloaded from the PDB for sharpening tests.
Wilson B-factors were estimated using Phaser [22].
Sigma-A weighted 2Fobs − Fcalc map coefficients (FWT)
and phases are calculated from the deposited data and
coordinates using REFMAC5 [21,31]. Sharpening modifi-
cations to Fobs or FWT were carried out using the CCP4
program CAD [38] in which the negative value of the
sharpening B-factor was input under the keyword
“SCALE”. Sharpening factors were varied from 0 to 1.5
times of Wilson B to determine the optimal value and test
the effects of under-sharpening and over-sharpening.
Electron density maps were displayed using Coot [39] for
visual inspection of the sharpening effect.

Map correlation

The sharpening effect was quantified by using the
correlation coefficient between the FWT map and an ideal
model map. The ideal reference model map coefficients
(Fcalc) and phases (φcalc) were calculated from the final
refined model with B-factors set to 0, by using the CCP4
program SFALL [45]. The electron density maps were
generated using the CCP4 program FFT [46]. Correlation
of the maps was calculated using MAPMAN [47].

Model-bias test

The MBP (PDB accession 3HPI) model was manually
modified inCoot to introduce incorrect amino acidswhere the
relative sizes of the side chains are inverted (F/W/Y to A/A/A
and V/V/T/N to Y/Y/Y/Y) (Fig. 3b). The modified MBP model
was used to solve the crystal structure of an MBP-CRF
receptor fusion protein (PDB accession 3EHT) by MR using
Phaser. The MR solution obtained with the modified MBP
model was then refined to anR/R-free of 34.7%/37.4% using
REFMAC5 without any manual rebuilding. The resulting
maps were compared with or without sharpening.
To generate SA omit maps, we manually deleted a

region of the test structures, such as a helix, several
strands, or ligands, in Coot. SA was performed on the
modified models using the Phenix software package by
default settings (start_temperature = 5000, final_tempera-
ture = 300, cool_rate = 100, and number_of_steps = 50).
The resulting maps were compared with or without
sharpening.

Phase error analysis

Experimental phasing by multi-wavelength anomalous
dispersion and density modification by multi-crystal aver-
aging for the AdiC structure were described previously
[27]. The model phase errors were simulated by random-
izing the coordinates of the final refined model with RMSD
values from 0 to 4 Å, calculated using the “sites.shake = n”
(n is the RMSD to be generated) command in the Phenix
software package [18]. The mean phase error generated
by each “shaking” was calculated using CCP4 program
cphasematch [48]. The sequence identity was converted
from the RMSD by using the published method [28]:
Identity% = [ln(RMSD/0.4)]/1.87. TheR-free factor of each
model with errors was calculated using REFMAC5 without
any refinement.
To test the effect of model incompleteness, we

generated a series of model truncations in Coot by
manually deleting 5–90% of the model structure, rendering
the completeness from 95% to 10%. The truncated models
are refined with simulated anneal in Phenix. The resulting
maps, with or without sharpening, were used to calculate
map correlation with the ideal reference model map.
Automated model building

Auto-building was performed using the CCP4 program
Buccaneer [35,49] and Phenix autobuild [36]. Both
methods were running with the default fast mode or
quick mode settings. The starting phases for auto-building
were calculated from the final refined model. The original,
sharpened, and anisotropic corrected plus sharpened Fobs
were tested for comparisons. The sequence of the protein
was given for the building of the side chains. The resulting
models were refined by REFMAC5 as a built-in routine in

image of Fig.�8
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the Buccaneer process without manual intervention.
Phenix was also used to carry out auto-building with
default settings. The amount of sharpening in Phenix
default was retrieved from the log files. For the non-default
Phenix autobuild process, the default anisotropic correc-
tion and sharpening option was turned off to compare the
autobuild results using the original or manually sharpened
Fobs. To meaningfully compare the results, we calculated
all the R-free factors from the auto-refined models with
unsharpened data.
Anisotropic diffraction correction

The anisotropic ΔB-factors were estimated using Pha-
ser. The intensity-based anisotropic correction was per-
formed using Phaser without model information. The
changes in the correlation to the ideal model map before
and after the correction were calculated as described
above. The intensity falloff plots were generated using
CCP4 program ctruncate [50].
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